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Abstract. Because the information exchange between the Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) is mainly through the wireless network, which makes the IoV equipment
vulnerable to attack, therefore, in the V2V communication of the IoV, Lei et al.
proposed an effective certificate less authenticated key exchange protocol that
can resist the transient key disclosure attack, but this protocol cannot resist the
temporary key disclosure attack and does not have the eCK security. On this basis,
an improved certificate less authenticated key exchange protocol is proposed, and
it is proved that the protocol has eCK security under GDH hypothesis and random
oracle model. The analysis results show that the protocol only needs 10 elliptic
curve point multiplication operations at the completion of key agreement stage,
which is more efficient and less costly than the existing protocols, and is suitable
for the IoV and the Internet environment.
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1 Introduction

In traditional authentication-based key protocols, vehicle keys are mainly generated by
a trusted third-party Key Generation Center (KGC), but the key escrow is insecure,
which may lead to the theft of users’ private information. However, in the certificate-
less key exchange protocol, KGC generates only part of the private key related to the
user’s identity information, such as email, certificate number, etc. Users randomly select
secret information and combine some private keys to generate a complete private key,
which solves key escrow and certificatemanagement problems. Therefore, certificateless
authentication key exchange protocol has attracted much attention [1, 2]. Karati et al.
[3] proposed a lightweight certificateless signature scheme for the Internet of Things
environment, but Zhang et al. [4] pointed out that this scheme has the problem of key
leakage, and the security certificate of this scheme is incorrect.

Since certificateless authentication key exchange protocol can better solve the prob-
lems of certificate management and key escrow, Li et al. [5] proposed certificateless key
agreement protocol, which has been applied in various networks [6–8]. Gong et al. [9]
proposed a certificateless authentication protocol without bilinear pairs, which reduced
the signature time and improved the protocol efficiency. However, Yeh et al. [10] pointed
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out that document [9] has low security and is easy to be successfully attacked by adver-
saries, and then proposed a new certificateless authentication protocol. The authors of
[11–14] are trying to improve the efficiency of the protocol to match the computing
power of the Internet of vehicles. Nowadays, with the rapid development of the Internet
and the exponential growth of data transmission, it is extremely important to ensure the
security of key agreement protocol [15, 16].

In view of the shortcomings of the scheme proposed by Lei et al. [17], it is pointed out
that the scheme is not secure under eCK model and cannot resist temporary private key
attacks, and a certificateless authentication key protocol is proposed to prove security.
On this basis, the scheme is improved and proved to be able to achieve eCK security.

2 Propaedeutics

Please refer to Sect. 2.2 literature [18] for complexity assumption. Please refer to Sect. 2.4
literature [18] for the eCK security model.

3 Protocol and Security Analysis of Lei et al. [17]

For the protocol of lei et al., please refer to literature [17], which is not described in
detail here.

The following will point out that the scheme of Lei et al.’s [17] does not have eCK
security, that is, to prove that there exists an attacker A who can always win it and
simulator CH between the game. Assume that the attacker A want to attack target
session ��

A,B, in which the identity of A vehicle for IDA, the identity of the vehicle B for
the IDB. The game description is as follows:

1. Game initialization: simulator CH generates the system master key s and system
parameters (μ, E /Fp, G, q, P, Ppub, H1, H2), and then send the system parameters to the
attacker. Vehicle A randomly selects xA and computes XA = xAP, vehicle B randomly
selects xB and computes XB = xBP, sends XA, XB to the simulator CH, respectively.
Simulator CH randomly selects ri, CH uses s, ri and Xi to generate RA, pA for vehicle A
and RB, pB for vehicle B.

2. First stage of the game:
(1) Attacker A queries RevealEphemeralKey(��

A,B), then the temporary key nA of
vehicle A is obtained.

(2) Attacker A queries RevealEphemeralKey(��
B,A), then the temporary key nB of

vehicle B is obtained.
(3) Attacker A queries RevealSecretValue(IDi), then the long-term private key xB

of vehicle B is obtained.
(4) Attacker A queries RevealPartialPrivateKey(IDi), then the long-term private

key pA of vehicle A is obtained.
3. The second stage of the game:
From fresh definition session ��

A,B is fresh. Adversary A to perform the Test

(��
A,B). After receiving the Test query, CH fairly flips a coin b ∈ {0,1}, if b

= 0, CH returns to its specific calculation in accordance with the agreement,
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the value of the SK� A,B, if b = 1, returns a random value sk’ ∈ {0,1}k . The
SKAB = H2(IDA||IDB||ω’A||ω’B||TA||TB||KAB1||KAB2), where KAB1 = nApA(RB +
H1(IDB||XB||RB)Ppub) + pATB1, KBA2 = xBnBTA2.

4. Game over: The attacker first computes pBP = RB + H1(IDB||XB||RB)Ppub,KBA1 =
nBpB(RA + H1(IDA||XA||RA)Ppub)+ pBTA1 = nBpB(RA + hAs)P + pBpAnAP = nBpApBP
+ pApBnAP = (nA + nA)pApBP, KBA2 = xBnBTA2 = xBnBxAnAP = nAnBxBXA. Then
give the result of b according to the SK� A,B ? = SKBA. If SK� A,B = SKBA, attackerA
guesses b = 0; otherwise, guess b = 1.

Analysis: Because the attacker A private key known nA, nB, xB, pA, and IDA, IDB,
ω’A, ω’B, TA, TB are in the open, it is easy to calculate pBP, so SK� A,B = SKBA,
therefore, the attackerA always correctly guesses the value of b, that is, Pr [A success]
= 1. It can be seen that AdvA (k) = | 2Pr [A success] - 1 | = 1. Therefore, Lei et al.’s
protocol doesn’t have eCK security. Similarly, knowing nA, nB, xA, pB, can also break
the protocol.

4 New Scheme

To overcome the security flaws in Lei et al.’s [17] scheme, a new protocol is proposed
in this paper. The system establishment and user public and private key phases of the
proposed scheme are basically consistent with Lei et al.’s protocol, two more hash
functions H3: {0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||G||G||G|| → {0, 1}μ,
H4: {0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||{0, 1}∗||G||G||G||G|| → {0, 1}μ need to
be defined. Assume that vehicle A with a unique IDA and vehicle B with a unique IDB

perform this phase, and A is the initiator, the authenticated key agreement phase of the
new scheme is described as follows:

1. A randomly chooses nA ∈ Z ∗ p, computes NA = nAP. Then, A sends NA, RA to B.
2. After B receives the message sent by A, B randomly chooses nB ∈ Z ∗ p, computes

NB = nBP. Then, B sends NB, RB to A.
3. A computes.
f 1 = H2(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB),
f 2 = H3(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB||XA||XB),
KAB = ( f 1nA + f 2xA + pA)( f 1NB + f 2XB + RB + H1(IDB||XB||RB)Ppub),
SKAB = H4(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB||XA||XB ||KAB).
4. B computes.
f 1 = H2(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB),
f 2 = H3(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB||XA||XB),
KBA = ( f1nB + f2xB + pB)( f1NA + f2XA + RA + H1(IDA||XA||RA)Ppub),
SKBA = H4(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||NB||XA||XB||KBA).
The correctness of the verification protocol is as follows: clearly, it is only necessary

to verify that KAB = KBA, and that is.
KAB = ( f 1nA + f 2xA + pA)( f 1NB + f 2XB + RB + H1(IDB||XB||RB)Ppub).
= ( f 1nA + f 2xA + pA)( f 1nBP + f 2xBP + RB + hBPpub).
= ( f 1nA + f 2xA + pA)( f 1nBP + f 2xBP + (rB + hBs)P).
= ( f 1nA + f 2xA + pA)( f 1nB + f 2xB + pB)P.
= ( f 1nB + f 2xB + pB)( f 1nA P + f 2xAP + (rA + hAs)P).
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= ( f 1nB + f 2xB + pB)( f 1nA P + f 2xAP + RA + hAPpub).
= ( f 1nB + f 2xB + pB)( f 1NA + f 2XA + RA + H1(IDA||XA||RA)Ppub) = KBA,
so SKAB = SKBA.

5 Security Proof

Theorem 1 Under the GDH assumption and with the functions H1 and H4 treated as
random oracles, the new scheme satisfies the eCK security outlined in Sect. 2.

Proof If the two conditions shown in definition 3 are true, then the protocol satisfies
eCK security. The first condition is guaranteed by the correctness shown in Sect. 3. The
second condition is proved to be true by the method of contradiction, that is, suppose
that an adversary A successfully breaks the agreement with a probability that cannot
be ignored, then we can use A to construct a simulator CH that can solve the GDH
problem with a probability that cannot be ignored.

Assuming that k is a security parameter, thePPTadversaryA that attacks the protocol
wins the game with a non-negligible advantage AdvA (k). Assume a game in which each
party engages in at most ns(k) sessions, involves at most np(k) different honest parties
and performs at most n0 H4 queries. Since H4 is regarded as a random oracle, after
launching a Test query (the success probability is 1/2), A can only guess the attack
(guess the correct session key directly); key copy attack (the adversary establishes a
session, which does not match the target session, but the session key is the same) and
forgery attack (at a certain time, the adversary calculatesKAB and then executes H4(IDA,
IDB, RA, RB, NA, NB, XA, XB, KAB)) to win the game (that is, the session key that can
successfully distinguish the random string from the target session).

For guessing attacks, because the session key is the output of H2, the probability
of directly guessing the correct session key is O(1/2k). Obviously, the probability is
negligible. For the key replication attack, its probability is O(ns(k)2/2k), which can be
ignored.

At present, there are only forgery attacks, which are analyzed by reduction. If adver-
sary A breaks the protocol through forgery attack with a probability that cannot be
ignored, adversary A can be used to construct a simulator CH that can solve the GDH
problem with an advantage that cannot be ignored. Here, CH and A execute the game
described in the security model together, and CH answers all the queries, let AdvGDH
CH (k) be the advantage of CH solving GDH. Given a GDH problem instance (U = uP,
V = vP), where u, v ∈ Z* p, P ∈ G, CH’s task is to calculate CDH (U, V ) = uvP with
the help of DDH. When the game starts, CH guesses with probability 1 / np(k)2ns(k)
that the test session selected by the adversary A is �n

A,B, where a, b ∈ [1, np(k)] and
a = b, n ∈ [1, ns(k)]. Next, simulator CH needs to guess the choice of the adversary.
According to Definition 2, it is necessary to consider whether the test session �n

A,B has

a matching session or not. If the test session �n
A,B has a matching session �l

B,A, then
the adversary A is a passive adversary, and the adversary can only passively forward
messages between the two parties, further show that the messages of �n

A,B and �l
B,A as

well as the temporary private key are generated by simulator CH. A matchless session
means that adversary A is an active adversary, that is, IDA’s message and temporary
private key are generated by simulator CH, while IDB’s message and temporary private
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key are generated by the adversary. Based on the above analysis and freshness definition,
simulator CHmust guess the case selection of the adversary from nine cases such as the
following, where, the temporary private key of IDA refers to the temporary private key
of target session �n

A,B held by IDA, and the temporary private key of IDB refers to the

the temporary private key of matching session �l
B,A held by IDB.

S1 The passive adversary A doesn’t know the secret value xA of IDA and the
temporary private key of IDB.

S2 The passive adversary A doesn’t know the partial private key pA of IDA and the
temporary private key of IDB.

S3 The passive adversary A doesn’t know the temporary private key of IDA and
IDB.

S4 The active or passive adversary A doesn’t know the secret value xA of IDA and
the secret value xB of IDB.

S5 The active or passive adversaryA doesn’t know the partial private key pA of IDA

and the secret value xB of IDB.
S6 The active or passive adversary A doesn’t know the temporary private key of

IDA and the secret value xB of IDB.
S7 The active or passive adversary A doesn’t know the secret value xA of IDA and

the partial private key pB of IDB.
S8 The active or passive adversaryA doesn’t know the partial private key pA of IDA

and the partial private key pB of IDB.
S9 The active or passive adversary A doesn’t know the temporary private key of

IDA and the partial private key pB of IDB.
If an adversary A is able to attack the protocol through forgery attacks with a non-

negligible advantage, then at least one of the cases has a non-negligible probability of
occurrence.

1 Situation S1.
The game between theA adversary and simulatorCH under situation S1 is analyzed

as follows.
1) Setup Phase: CH establishes the public key of the PKG, the partial private key

and secret value of all parties. CH maintains a list ΛSetup with entries of the form (IDi,
(di, Ri), (xi, Xi)) and initially empty values.

(1) CH chooses a random value Ppub ∈ G as the public key of PKG and publishes
the parameters param = {μ, q, E/Fp, G, P, Ppub, H1, H2 H3, H4}.

(2) For the participant IDA, CH randomly selects hA, rA ∈ Z* q, calculates RA = pAP
– hAPpub, lets H1(IDA||U||RA)= hA, xA = ⊥, where U = uP = xAP, sets pA as the partial
private key and xA as the secret value of IDA. Therefore, the partial long-term public key
of IDA is RA, and the long-term public key of secret value is U.

(3) For any participant IDi(i �= A), CH randomly selects xi, hi, ri ∈ Z* q, calculates
Ri = piP − hiPpub, lets H1(IDi ||Xi ||Ri) = hi, sets pi as the partial private key and xi as
the secret value of IDi. Therefore, the partial long-term public key of IDi is Ri, and the
long-term public key of secret value is Xi = xiP.

(4) For any participant IDi(i ∈ [1, np(k)]), CH transmits (IDi, Ri, Xi) to the adversary
A and inserts entries (IDi, (di, Ri), (xi, Xi)) and (IDi, Ri, Xi, hi) in the lists ΛSetup and
ΛH1, respectively.
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2) The first stage of the game: CH maintains four lists ΛH1, ΛH4, ΛSend and
ΛReveal, which are used to process random oracle H1, H4, Send and RevealSession-
Key queries respectively. For the following questions,A can ask the number of bounds
of polynomials in an unordered manner. CH answers A ’s question as follows:

(1)H1(IDi,Xi,Ri): If there is an entrymatching (IDi,Ri,Xi, hi) inΛH1,CH responds
hi toA . Otherwise, CH selects a random element hi ∈ Z* q, inserts entries (IDi, Xi, Ri,
hi) in the list ΛH1, and replies hi to A .

(2) RevealSecretValue (IDi): If IDi is IDA, CH aborts; otherwise, CH returns the
secret value xi of the IDi to A .

(3) RevealPartialPrivateKey(IDi): CH returns the partial private key pi of the IDi to
A .

(4) RevealPKGStaticKey: CH quit the game.
(5) RevealEphemeralKey(�m

i,j): If �m
i,j are matching sessions �l

A,B, CH quit the
game; otherwise, CH returns the temporary private key ni as the response.

(6) Send(�m
i,j , M): The entries in the list ΛSend maintained by CH are of the form

(�m
i,j, tranm

i,j, ni) and are initially empty,where tranm
i,j is the set of allmessages transmitted

and obtained by�m
i,j up to now, and ni is the temporary private key of session�m

i,j owned
by IDi.

If M is the second message in tranm
i,j, CH sets the session as accepted; otherwise, if

�m
i,j = �l

B,A, CH lets nB = ⊥, gets RB in the list ΛSetup, response {RB, NB = V = vP}
to A , and modifies the entry of �m

i,j in ΛSend; otherwise, CH randomly selects ni ∈ Z*
q, gets Ri in the list ΛSetup, response {Ri, niP} to A , and modifies the entry for �m

i,j in
ΛSetup.

(7) RevealSessionKey(�m
i,j): The entries in the CH maintained list ΛReveal are as

follows (�m
i,j, IDm

ini, IDm
resp, N m

ini, N m
resp, SKm

i,j) and the initial value is null, where the
subscript ini represents the initiator and the subscript resp represents the responder.

If �m
i,j has not yet accepted, CH returns ⊥; otherwise, if �m

i,j is test session �n
A,B

or match session �l
B,A, CH aborts the game; otherwise, if the session key SKi,j of �m

i,j
already exists, CH returns SKi,j; otherwise, obtain {Ri, Ni} and {Rj, Nj} from the list
ΛSend, execute H1(IDi, Xi, Ri) query to obtain the result hi, execute H1(IDj, Xj, Rj)
query to obtain the result hj, and then take (IDi, IDj, Ni, Nj) (IDi is the initiator) or (IDj,
IDi, Nj, Ni) (IDj is the initiator) as the index, check whether there is a match in the list
ΛH4 to make DDH( f 1Ni + f 2Xi + Pi, f 1Nj + f 2Xj + Rj + H1(IDj ||Xj ||Rj)Ppub, Ki,j)
= 1, where Pi = Ri + H1(IDi ||Xi ||Ri)Ppub. If it exists, obtain hk from the list ΛH4 and
sets hk = SKm

i,j; otherwise, selects the random string SKm
i,j ∈ {0, 1}k . Finally, CH returns

SKm
i,j, and inserts an entry in the list ΛReveal(�m

i,j, IDm
ini, IDm

resp, X m
ini, X m

resp, SKm
i,j).

(8) H4(IDi, IDj, Ri, Rj, Ni, Nj, Xi, Xj, Ki,j): CHmaintains a list ΛH4 with entries of
the form (IDi, IDj, Ri, Rj, Ni, Nj, Xi, Xj, Ki,j, hk).

If there is a matching entry (IDi, IDj, Ri, Rj, Ni, Nj, Xi, Xj, Ki,j) in the list ΛH4, CH
returns hk ; otherwise, search in ΛReveal with (*, IDi, IDj, Ni, Nj, Xi, Xj, *) as index.
If the matching entry exists, verify whether DDH( f 1Ni + f 2Xi + Pi, f 1Nj + f 2Xj

+ Rj + H1(IDj ||Xj ||Rj)Ppub, Ki,j) = 1 is true, where Pi = Ri + H1(IDi ||Xi ||Ri)Ppub.
If the equation holds, obtain the corresponding Skm i,j from ΛReveal and make them
hk ; otherwise (no matching entries), uniformly selects the random string hk ∈ {0, 1}k .
Finally, CH returns hk and updates the list ΛH4.
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3) The second stage of the game: A can only query the following query once.
Test(�m

i,j): If �m
i,j non target session �n

A,B, CH quit the game; otherwise, CH

uniformly selects random string ξ from {0,1}k , and return ξ to A .
Analysis: IfA selects Situation S1, the target session �n

A,B and its matching session

�l
B,A, CH will not quit the game. If A wins the game through forgery attack, then

H4(IDA, IDB, RA, RB, NA, V, U, XB, KAB) must be queried, where KAB = ( f 1nA +
f 2DLOG(U)+ pA)( f 1V + f 2XB + RB + H1(IDB||RB)Ppub). To solve theGDHproblem,
CH obtains entries from ΛH4, then calculates f 1 = H2(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||V ), f 2 =
H3(IDA||IDB||RA||RB||NA||V||

U||XB), Z1 = ( f 1nA + pA)( f 2xB + pB)P, Z2 = f 2( f 2xB + pB)uP, Z3 = f 1( f 1nA +
pA)vP by using the pA, nA, xB and pB that it knows, and outputs GDH (U, V ) = xAnBP
= ( f 1f 2)−1(KAB –Z1 – Z2 – Z3).

The advantages of CH in solving the GDH problem are:

AdvGDHCH (k) ≥ AdvA(k)

4n0n2p(k)n
2
s (k)

Therefore, if AdvA (k) cannot be ignored, then CH ‘s advantages cannot be ignored,
which contradicts the GDH assumption.

The proof for S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9 is similar to S1 and will not be described
in detail here.

6 Protocol Comparison

In this section, the improved protocol is compared with other related protocols in terms
of computational cost and security. Since most of these protocols are based on dot prod-
ucts, Hash operation, and scalar addition and subtraction operations, only dot products
operations with relatively large time complexity are considered in this paper. Let TM
represent the time it takes to perform a dot product operation. The security of the scheme
is compared in terms of whether it meets the security of eCK. The comparison results
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of efficiency and security of different protocols

Computation cost

Protocol Key extraction Key exchange eCK security

Wu et al. [19] 6TM 14TM No

Sun et al. [20] 4TM 14TM Yes

Deng et al. [21] 6TM 10TM Yes

Li et al. [22] 6TM 12TM Yes

Lei et al. [17] 4TM 14TM No

Our protocol 4TM 10TM Yes
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It can be seen from Table 1 that, compared with Deng et al.’s [21] protocol, although
the computational cost and security required for key exchange are the same, the compu-
tational cost in key extraction stage is higher than that of the improved protocol in this
paper. Compared with the protocols of Wu et al. [19] and Lei et al. [17], the improved
protocol is more efficient and secure. Compared with the protocols of Sun et al. [20] and
Li et al. [22], although the security is the same, the improved protocol in this paper has
the highest efficiency.

As can be seen from the above, compared with the existing certificateless authenti-
cation key protocol, the improved protocol in this paper has stronger security and higher
computational efficiency, so it is more suitable for practical scenarios such as the Internet
of vehicles and the Internet.

7 Conclusion

After analyzing the protocol of Lei et al. [17], it is proved that the protocol cannot
meet eCK security, and the attack mode is given, and the attack can be successful with
different data. Therefore, an enhancement scheme is proposed and its safety is proved
by eCK model. The analysis results show that the protocol only needs 4 dot products
in the key agreement phase and 10 dot products in the key agreement phase, which
greatly improves the computational efficiency and is more suitable for the networking
of vehicles scenario.
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